
Creating an Account for CoronaPlaza.Life and notes about the program and 
about Katarina's class Summer 2020 

1st COMMENT: 
"So I went to CoronaPlaza.Life Then I clicked on 'webinars'. I looked to see 
what was there. I saw your link. I clicked on that link. It said 'more', if you 
want to know more. I clicked on 'more'. It is a green button. That let me 
register for the next segment. You have to keep going after you click 'more'. 
You have to scroll down to the bottom and I think at that point it says 
'register'.  
You click on the green button that says 'register' and that registers you but 
does not give you the zoom  conference yet. On the day of, an hour before 
the program, you go back to that same site. It will show that you registered 
for this zoom call and tell you that in an hour - or whatever amount of time 
it is - you will get information about joining zoom and it will be a green type 
button that you click on to get to the zoom conference.  
That is how I got here." 

2nd COMMENT (Anna): 
"It is coronaplaza.life - 'LIFE' is instead of 'com' or 'net' or 'org' or 
something like that. It is a new ending.  
If you set up an ACCOUNT in the first place, when you go to 
coronaplaza.life you can go into your account before you connect with the 
webinars and then all the webinars you have signed up for are collected 
inside your account.  
So on the day, all you have to do is go into your account and click on the 
GREEN ZOOM BUTTON at the bottom of the webinar that is listed 
there." (emphasis added) 

"So it is TWO buttons: One to get into your ACCOUNT.  And one to get into 
your WEBINARS." 

3rd COMMENT REFERRING TO 1st COMMENT: 
"That has not always worked for me. Sometimes it is not there. So if you do 
that - which is easier - but you do not see it there then you could use mine 
as a back-up."  

4th COMMENT 



"It is tricky. It is definitely tricky. Another thing that happens to me is that I 
when originally sign up for the webinar, coronaplaza.life sends me an email 
with the zoom link. You can get into the webinar like that." 

"I do not like that way. It is easier for me to go through my account on 
coronaplaza.life. I did have it happen to me twice a couple of weeks ago 
though, where I signed up and then when I went to my account it was not 
there. 
That was during a big glitch throughout the system that wiped out all the 
webinars people had signed up for, so we had to sign up twice and we did 
not know that had happened until after the fact." 

5th COMMENT 
"I never get an email notice about it."  
"Katarina, I get your notes all the time. But I do not get anything from 
coronaplaza.life." 

6th COMMENT (Anna): 
"Interesting. And I always get one and I ignore them and delete them 
because I like to get on the other way."  

NEW ARRIVAL: 
" Hello … Nice to see you here. And hello Lori and Anna and Katarina. 
What is this group?" 

ANNA 
"Well, coronaplaza.life is a project that a group of us set up that is part of 
Focusing Initiatives International. We set it up really fast. In just a few 
weeks we got it up and running at the beginning of the virus as a place 
where people could come and offer each other webinars and have a place 
where they could come and listen and talk about things that were troubling 
them. 
So if you go to the site you will see there are a whole lot of different 
webinars. 

I have a listening space on some Wednesday mornings and every Saturday 
at noon where I am just there to listen to people. We all listen to each other 
and reflect each other and it is just a place to come and not be judged and 
talk about whatever you want to talk about." 



ANNA 
"Okay, so this particular class is one of those webinars that is offered on 
coronaplaza.life.  I asked Katarina to do it because I had been to another 
small workshop of hers that was wonderful. I just really liked the touching 
and stuff because I am all isolated and I do not get touched much. So from 
this I get touching and I get movement and it is just really lovely. 
So I asked Katarina to do a class in our coronaplaza.life place." 

MORE NOTES ON CREATING AN ACCOUNT 
https://CoronaPlaza.Life 
Create an Account and Login 

The login page for Corona Plaza Life offers authentication with an account 
from Ama, Google, or Facebook.  
If you prefer not to use that option, read the Tips on the left half of the login 
page.  
As seen in the excerpt below, you will find a link to a registration page at 
the end of the second paragraph.  

The text below is copied from the CoronaPlaza.Life   login page. 

"Tips 
You can see the “Connect with” in the next box. You can use them to get an 
account on CoronaPlaza.Life. We will connect with the service related to 
button you are going to click on, to retrieve your email address, your first 
name, your last name. We will not share any of your data (what you do on 
our website) with any of them. 

If you do not have an account on either of those service, you can still 
proceed and manually create one. You have just to click it here: 
https://coronaplaza.life/registeruse" 

https://coronaplaza.life/registeruse

